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Welcome admins from far & wide. We’re so pleased that you’ve come to join us this 
afternoon. This session is “Auditing Your Operations”. It’s designed to help you 
evaluate your own organization, objectively. The criteria we’ll be using is based on the 
website called The Operations Report Card, from Tom Limoncelli and Peter Grace. It 
covers 7 operational areas, with 32 items in total. The site has strong ties back to 
Tom’s book, “Time Management for System Administrators”. Keep in mind that these 
sources are sysadmin-focused, and not necessarily user-focused.
“Please secure your own oxygen mask before helping others”

Now please take into account that both Tom and Peter have a lengthy background as 
systems administrators, and as such, are written from that point of view.

...We’d now like to introduce your speakers...



Your Speakers

NO! Not those speakers…. These speakers!



Dennis Wurster
Associate Director of Computing Services
Eastman School of Music
Rochester, New York

@wildeep

Slide for Dennis: Eastman School of Music is a world-class leader in music education, 
spanning nine decades of producing award-winning graduates, boasting Guggenheim 
Fellows, Grammy, and ASCAP Award winners on its distinguished faculty.



Brian Meehan
Director of Information Technology

Allendale Columbia School
Rochester, New York

@binarydaze

Slide for Brian
Allendale Columbia School is celebrating its 125th year in education as an 
independent school for students in grades nursery through 12. Our Staff & faculty use 
their independence and experience to connect knowledge to real-life, so our students 
can make more sense of the world – and their place in it.



You might remember us from our previous talk, 

“Mac Administration: The fundamentals” in 2014, 
and 

Troubleshooting: The Nine Indispensable Rules to 
Find Bugs Fast, uh, yesterday.



A Top Down Approach

TOP DOWN APPROACH

This is a top-down look at operations
There is no magic here folks. You have to ask yourself the questions and write down 
the answers. Doing this in your head is not a real audit of your operations. Putting the 
pen on paper, and then discussing it with your team when you return from 
MacAdmins is where the action happens.

Beware deeper problems: Communication, Maturity, Skill, Ability to Execute…...these 
derail any best-practice

FIND the gaps, FILL the gaps

This session is full of suggestions. Many effective departments use most of them. We’
re dispensing advice here, and it’s up to you to act on them.
It’s OK to acknowledge that some of these may not apply to you.

These fundamental practices are based on the idea of good IT HYGIENE - they can 
apply to any sort of systems management. 
Ignoring them creates a cascading effect. 

If you have a water leak that’s making a puddle, Fix the leak before you reach for the 
mop.



Assumptions we’re making...

You’re not one of these two guys at the top. You’re probably one of these two. We 
shall assume that, as a sysadmin - shiny & bright-eyed, or crusty & curmudgeonly - 
you are comfortable with terms like: Automation, Production vs. pre-production vs. 
testing, backups, patching, networking

An interesting exercise might be to let your boss run through this audit on their own, 
and then compare notes. At the very least, they might find a greater appreciation for 
the work you and your team do...



Class Participation Time!

Today we’re going to help you all conduct a self-assessment of your department. 
Using the report cards you can find on the tables in front of you, we’re going to help 
you answer “yes” or “no” to a series of questions. You don’t have to share your results 
with anyone here, but it might be helpful in considering which sessions to attend at 
PSUMAC. There’s lots of experts here that can help!

ALSO, we’re going to take questions via the Google Slides Q&A feature. <Turn on 
questions now>

We’ll address these questions at three different points during the presentation.



Public Facing Policies

The goal of your department is to deliver service that is effective, timely, and kind.

I used to train new call center reps that callers want: “A quick answer, pleasantly, in 
the least amount of effort on their part”

One of the best ways to do this is to make sure that your environment does not 
become interrupt--driven. Interrupt-driven means that problems are pushed to us, not 
pulled by us.

Think of all the time we all lose when we get off track for that drive-by task or the 
“quick question”. This takes you away from things you’ve already committed to and 
makes you appear unreliable.

If we’re not careful, we end up addressing the latest & loudest - whether or not it’s 
justifiable.



Public-Facing Practice #1

Are user requests tracked via 
a ticket system?

Are user-requests tracked via a ticket system? THIS IS SO OBVIOUS IT’S 
PAINFUL.

The main reasons:

IT’S BETTER FOR EVERYONE!

-Humans can’t remember as well as computers.
-Expecting sysadmins to remember all user requests is the DIRECT route to 

dropping requests.
-Keeping requests in a db improves sharing within the team.

-Sysadmins won’t end up duplicating work, and can divide the work amongst 
themselves.
-Enables better time-mgmt.

-PREVENTS INTERRUPTIONS from people who want to make requests, 
-or for people who want a status update.

-Management wins too: 
-Stalled requests become visible.
-Reveals frequent requests/requesters



Public-Facing Practice #2

Are the 3 Empowering Policies 
defined and published?

The Three Empowering Policies: 

The Three Empowering Policies?
WAIT, WHAT ARE THOSE?!  

Sidebar!



The Three Empowering Policies
EP1: The acceptable methods for users to request help.

● Email /  phone / voicemail / text message / FB chat / walk-in

● Advantage: enables all the benefits of a ticketing system (See item #1!)

● Admins who DON’T follow policy become interrupt-driven

● Users who don’t follow policy should be redirected

● TIP: Make your policy match the inputs your ticketing system can handle

There are three public-facing policies you must define and publish if a sysadmin team 
is going to get any work done.

FIRST, you have to DEFINE THE WAYS you’re going to allow people to ask for help.

Sysadmins need to be empowered to redirect users to follow the policy.

IF YOU DON’T do this, 1 of 3 things will happen:

- Respond to Latest and loudest
- They’ll pick-and-choose what to work on, making the team look inconsistent
- They’ll get overwhelmed



The Three Empowering Policies
EP2: The definition of "an emergency".

● This allows you to SET PRIORITIES

● SysAdmins don’t have to guess, users don’t see inconsistency

● Define your “Code Red” (Work stoppage, money stops flowing toward the org)

● Define your “Code Yellow”

● Everything else is “Routine”

Empowering Policy TWO: The definition of what “an emergency” is

So you can handle the TRUE emergencies
This keeps everyone on the same definition of emergency. No one has to guess what 
to work on.

Code Red: Anything that interrupts cash flow or production
Code Yellow: Anything that, if left long enough, could turn into a code red

Everything else is routine

“Lack of planning on your part does not constitute an emergency on ours”



The Three Empowering Policies
EP3: The Scope of Service: When, who, where and what is supported?

● Enables sysadmins to say “no”

● Defines specific environments in terms of hardware and responsibility

● Your sanity and work/life balance is important

Make these policies public!

Empowering Policy THREE: The Scope of Service 

You need to have answers ready for lots of questions. Here are a few:

When do we support users?
Support after 5pm? Weekends?

Which users?

Where do we work? 
Desk-side visits? Home visits?

What items do we work on?
Which HW/SW is supported? How about an iBook G4 with 10.3… Is there a life-cycle 
for older hardware (with sunsets)?
For new technology, is Automatic support granted, or must there be an official 
request?

Post the policies on your door and on your department website

But the MOST IMPORTANT part is that you have Management buy-in.



Public-Facing Practice #3

Does the team record monthly 
metrics?

You need to be data-driven when you make decisions or sway upper levels of 
management.

The best way to develop your metrics is to create one metric per sentence or clause 
of your charter.

Example: The charter for a PC deployment team might be: To provide a high-end, 
standardized, computer to each employee starting their first day, refreshed on a 3-
year cycle, at industry-leading operational cost. 

The metrics might be: Number of weeks since the standard configuration was 
updated, cost of the current standard configuration, number of new employees this 
month, capital expenditures, operational expenditures. How many days new 
employees waited for their new machine ["buckets" or a likert scale]: for prior to 
arrival, first day, second day, 3rd, 4th 5th and more than 5th). Age of fleet ("buckets" 
for <1 year old, 1-2 years old, 2-3 years old, older than 3 years). Count of deployed 
machines that deviated from the standard.

If you don't have a charter, talk with your manager about writing one. Alternatively 
here's some simple "starter metrics" you can adopt today:

How many sysadmins do we have?
How many users do we provide service to?
How many machines do we manage?



How much total disk space? RAM? CPU cores?
How many "open" tickets are in our ticket system right now?
How many new tickets were created since last month?
Who (or what department) opened the most tickets this month?
What was the tickets per sysadmin average last month?
Pick 4-5 important SLAs and record how close you were to meeting them.
How much Internet bandwidth was consumed last month?

When you need to have a discussion with management, this give an historical 
reference, rather than a point in time. “We need X because of NOW situation” 
It gives you more ammunition to ask for the things you need to do your job.



Modern Team Practices

Now, let’s talk about playing nice with each other...



Modern Team Practice #1

Do you have a “policy and 
procedure” wiki?

Document your POLICIES (what should be done) and your PROCEDURES (how to 
do it)

● When a new employee starts.
● When an employee leaves the company.
● When an employee is terminated.
● When a new machine is installed.
● When a machine is decommissioned.
● How to add/delete a person to the VPN service.
● How to change a disk in the RAID system.
● How to change the root password on all machines.

Three categories: 

1. Things that you want to be consistent because brain doesn’t do details well over time)
2. things that you do infrequently and don't want to have to spend time re-remembering the 

procedure, (people forget things)
3. things you do when panicking and don't want to have to think on your feet. (panicking people 

don’t think clearly)



Modern Team Practice #2

Do you have a 
password safe?

It’s important to keep passwords safe, but in a modern team environment we all work 
on the same systems
It’s NOT A SPREADSHEET, NOT A TEXT-FILE

It’s a secure database with context data
MonkeyBox, AgileBits 1Password for Teams

These systems often contain change history, so you can verify and document any 
updates to important system passwords.



Modern Team Practice #3

Is your team's code kept in a 
source code control system?

Revision history is key here. Now, you might say, “But hey, we’re not programmers…”

Scripts are programs too.
A common example would be autopkg Munki recipes, first boot scripts, plists, Apple 
ARD configuration.

It keeps an audit trail, and it allows you to share with other contributors, too.

Take a look at GitHub.



Modern Team Practice #4

Does your team use a bug-
tracking system

for their own code?

This is an example of a policy that neither one of us follow, 

BUT if we were pressed to implement it tomorrow,

it’d wouldn’t be hard to create an internal ticket in your ticketing system for this kind of 
thing...



Modern Team Practice #5

Does stability have a higher 
priority than new features?

Again… doesn’t apply to us, but it might apply to you.

Luckily, the things we write aren’t terribly long or complex, and whatever bugs we find 
are generally the result of typos and easily fixed.



Modern Team Practice #6

Does your team write
design docs?

Design docs go by many names. Site book for me. Some consultants might call this a 
statement of work or work plan. They describe the current state, desired state and 
how a system should work.

For example, documenting the autopkg and munki workflow. Or the policy for adding 
a new employee. I have a template I call the “recipe card” that is used for each line of 
business application we support, and it includes vendor information, licensing, 
installation notes, support agreements and download instructions (even when it’s 
AutoPkg).



Modern Team Practice #7

Do you have a post-mortem 
process?

Post-mortem process should not describe you after your first cup of coffee.

When something goes badly… document it so that when/if it does happen again, you 
remember what you did to fix it.
And hopefully you can prevent it from happening again.



Q&A Round Up



Operational Practices

Let’s dive into your systems now. These are the operational practices



Operational Practice #1

Does each service have an 
OpsDoc?

What’s a service: Presented to end user, ex: NetBoot, DNS
Can you rebuild it? 6 months from now?
If I don’t, not only do I re-invent the process, I repeat all my old mistakes and learn 
from them again. What a waste of time.
Under pressure? My memory works worse during an emergency.

Can OTHERS do it, too? You deserve a vacation! You can’t complain about being 
overworked if you haven’t built a way to share the load.

What about new people on the team? Should they learn how to do these things by 
watching you do it or can they learn on their own? If they can learn on their own and 
only bother you when they get stuck it saves you time and makes you look less like 
the information-hoarding curmudgeon that you don't want to be. In fact, it makes 
people feel welcome and included if their new team has these kind of tasks 
documented

How can your manager promote you or put you on a new and more interesting project 
if you are the only person with certain knowledge?

http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/11
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/11
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/11
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/11
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/11
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/11
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/11


Operational Practice #2

Does each service have 
appropriate monitoring?

Does each service have appropriate monitoring?
The monitoring should be based on the SLA from the OpsDoc. 
No SLA?, simple "up/down" alerting is the minimum.

We’ll talk about thresholds for monitoring in a little bit.

http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/12
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/12
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/12
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/12
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/12
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/12


Operational Practice #3

Do you have an on-call 
rotation schedule?

This schedule serves many people: You, your customers, management and HR.

● It serves you because it lets you plan for a life outside of work.
● The rotation improves service to customers because it gives them one 

consistent number to call when things go wrong.
● It serves management because it gives them confidence that someone will be 

available.
● It serves HR so that they’re aware of how and when labor hours are being 

allocated.

If you think you don't have a schedule then it is "24x7x365" and you are a sucker. (But 
that doesn't mean you can answer "yes" for this question.)



Operational Practice #4

Do you have environments for 
Dev, QA, and Production?

It might sound obvious, but we want our systems to be reliable.
And We can preserve that reliability and stability by segmenting environments. 
Introducing untested elements into our production environment puts that reliability at 
risk. 
If you decide to take that risk, it might work today, but you won’t stay lucky forever.

Remember your SLA - Service Level Agreement! You’ve committed to a particular 
uptime or availability. Ensure your essential services are running and not 
compromised.
Developers don’t get to work on production equipment! They have their own sandbox.
Do your testing and troubleshooting in the QA sandbox.
These separations should be CLEARLY DEFINED in your Operations Document

http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/14
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/14


Operational Practice #5

Do mass roll-outs have a 
“canary process?”

Do roll-outs to many machines have a "canary process?" Do one machine 
(maybe your own desktop), do some machines (maybe your co-workers), do many 
machines (larger and larger groups until done.) Any single failure means you stop the 
upgrade, roll-back the change, and don't continue until the problem is fixed.

One Machine, then Some, then Many

Example: Munki has catalogs for this purpose that allow you to push updates to a few 
machines before you expand the rollout to more of them.

http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/15


Automation Practices

As sysadmins, we automate for many reasons.
1) It saves time & money
2) It produces consistent results
3) It turned a burdened task into an unburdened task. Burdened tasks are ones 

that require your time and attention while they complete. Unburdened ones 
can run unattended after you start them, and will be fine until you check on 
them later.

Let’s look at how we evaluate our automation practices.



Automation Practice #1

Do you use configuration 
management tools?

If you walk out into the vendor gallery outside, there are quite a few booths talking 
about this. LanRev… Puppet, chef, Apple Profile Manager.

Do you have a tool that can, based on your policies and procedures, apply pre-
defined settings to systems en masse? And even better, can it detect changes in 
those systems and remediate?

Example: Nested manifests in Munki



Automation Practice #2

Do automated administration 
tasks run under role accounts?

Often we set up automated procedures that run at predetermined times. For example, 
a script that validates a database once a night.
At some sites these scripts run under the credentials of an actual user. When that 
user leaves the company, those automated processes die.
Good sites run these scripts under some role account, often "root". However, it is 
safer to run them under a less-privileged account.

What’s a role account? An account that exists even if IT department staff users went 
away

For example, a user named “Backup”, that runs your backup app.

Watch for lazy sysadmin here. Document the users and their associated services in 
your Ops Doc.



Automation Practice #3

Do automated processes only 
e-mail when they have 

something to say?

Notifications are great, but noisy monitors can lead to threat fatigue.

My rule is simple:

● If it needs human action now: Send a text message.

● If it needs action in 24 hours: Create a ticket in your ticketing system

● If it is informational: Log to a file.

● Output nothing if there is no information.



Fleet Management Practices

Out of curiosity, let’s see who’s managing the largest fleet in here.

Anyone with 10,000 machines? (keep reducing until you find the largest user) Engage 
them on what tools they use.



Fleet Management #1

Is there a database of all 
machines?

Is there a database of all machines? 
You should know what machines you have.
OS/RAM/Disk size/owner, maintenance contact, etc.
Copiers/printers, too.

http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/19
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/19
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/19
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/19
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/19
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Fleet Management #2

Is OS installation automated?

Is OS installation automated? 

If you’ve been here this week, you’ve probably heard all about this.

WHY? 
1. Creates uniform, consistent installation. 
2. Removes inconsistencies between loads and who is doing the installations.

Suggestion: WIPE BETWEEN HAND-ME-DOWNS so the hardware returns to a 
known-good and supportable state.

http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/20
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/20
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/20
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/20
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/20
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/20


Fleet Management #3

Can you automatically patch 
software across your entire 

fleet?

Can you automatically patch software across your entire fleet? 
Or do you have to visit machines one-at-a-time? Because that’s a poor use of your 
time.
Many times I automate things, not to save time, but to ensure consistency. 
Updates should happen frequently and silently.



Fleet Management #4

Do you have a 
system refresh policy?

Do you have a system refresh policy? If not, they won’t get replaced until 
something goes wrong.
If you don’t have one, consider putting them on a 3 year cycle. Budget to replace ⅓ of 
your machines annually. 
That means that each quarter, you should be replacing 9% of your fleet.
CFO’s will like this because it’s a predictable expenditure, and they can even pick 
when in the quarter it should happen.
If you do a 4 year cycle, then replace ¼ of your machines annually, or about 6% of 
your machines each quarter.

http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/22


Q&A Round Up



Disaster Preparation Practices

And now the third half of our session.
Bad stuff happens to good people. But it’s all about how you handle it.
Let’s talk about it.



Disaster Prep #1

Can your servers keep 
operating during a hardware 

failure?

Can your servers keep operating even if disks die? RAID allows you to keep servers 
up while you replace failed disks.
You also need Multiple NICs, multiple power supplies, and maybe even redundant 
electrical circuits.

Low budget? Virtualize and host it somewhere with better redundancy.
Lowest budget? Schedule a carbon-copy clone to an external drive, and use 
thunderbolt adapters for NICs to provide redundant networking.

MacMini “server”, I’m looking at you.



Disaster Prep #2

Is the network core N+1?

Is the network core N+1? Nodes connect to a wall-jack, connect to ‘access switches’, 
trunked to ‘core switches’. Make the core redundant. Make sure there are multiple 
paths on your network.

This can be expensive, but still less expensive than downtime.



Disaster Prep #3

Are your backups automated?

Are your backups automated? You need backups for 4 reasons: 

1. Oops, I deleted a file. 

2. Ooops, the hardware died. 

3. The building burned down. (off-site backup)

4. Archival. (the sometimes y)

http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/25
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/25
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/25
http://www.opsreportcard.com/section/25
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Disaster Prep #4

Are your disaster recovery 
plans tested periodically?

Are your disaster recovery plans tested periodically? Nobody cares about backups. 
(pause) They care about restores. This means that, on a regular basis, you restore 
files from a backup, or stand up a server from a snapshot and test it.



Disaster Prep #5

Do machines in your data 
center have remote access?

Do machines in your data center have remote power / console access? 
Can you get to them remotely, and power-cycle them if needed?
Maybe you have a cool KVM controller that offers network access and power 
management.
How many of you have video feed to your data center?



Security Practices

Our last section is an audit of your security practices. This is by no means an 
exhaustive security audit - it’s meant for you to just evaluate the culture of security 
within your organization. 



Security Practice #1
Do systems run self-updating, 
silent, anti-malware software?

In a pinch, I suppose everyone here could count Gatekeeper as a self-updating, 
silent, anti-malware software. But think about other endpoint solutions. Do you have 
something that updates itself? How often? Better yet, is there a dashboard that can 
give you real-time statistics about the state of your anti-malware software? There are 
plenty of excellent solutions out on the market right now that are cross platform



Security Practice #2
Do you have a written

security policy?

A written security policy is absolutely fundamental. In fact, there should probably be 
several of them, or at least several parts.
Consider user data. Consider sensitive environments like business & finance, health, 
fundraising & donor management. Each of those probably has separate requirements.
If you handle any transactional data, like credit cards, then you’ve got to have policies 
in place for that.

These policies should be reviewed at least annually by any parties directly involved 
or impacted. Even if you’re not required to by regulations, you should still consider 
including relevant security policies to your employee handbook, and make them 
available internally for quick review. We have ours on our payroll provider’s portal. 
When users go to check their paycheck, they can find the link to the employee 
handbook with our included security policies.

SANS has some nice templates. So does Clover Security. Start with those



Security Practice #3
Do you submit to periodic

security audits?

This goes right along with annual review of the policies. It’s a good idea to bang on 
the doors and make sure the hinges are still there.
Even if this means using a pre-defined process that you’ve agreed upon internally 
(and update regularly according to best practices). There’s nothing that says you can’t 
do this yourself… unless of course there is a regulation saying that you can’t do this 
yourself. In that case, establish a close relationship with an external vendor that you 
trust. In our case, our payment processor offers a set of specific tests that get 
performed monthly, with a very nice report that gets emailed to me.



Security Practice #4
Can a user's account be disabled

on all systems in 1 hour?

In the event that a user leaves your organization, can you remove their access 
quickly? More importantly, can you do that for a sysadmin? It might be uncomfortable 
to think about having to account for a privileged user’s exit, but prudent security 
practices are there for a reason. And it’s a reality that we all understood when we 
entered this field. We hold the keys and a significant amount of power within an 
organization. It should be expected that the door is closed tightly - and that protects 
the company AND you. How does it protect you?
If there is an event after your exit, you can’t be blamed because you no longer have 
those privileges.



Security Practice #5
Can you change all privileged (root)

passwords in 1 hour?

Can you change the root passwords in an hour?

If you can’t, create a checklist of everywhere it must be changed in your 
documentation

Change the password globally by following the list, adding to it as you 
remember other devices. 

For obscure systems, document the exact command or process to change the 
password.

If you do have this ability, document how to activate the process (and then list 
all the exceptions that are still manual). As always, automate what you can.



Q&A Round Up



Dennis Wurster: @wildeep

Brian Meehan: @binarydaze

MacAdmins Feedback: 
https://bit.ly/psumac2016-40
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